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対象学科・クラス Eligible Department/Class

ナンバリングコード Numbering Code ENG_QSE 6201

大分類コード・名 Major Category Code, Title Engineering_Quantum Science and Engineering

開講部局 工学院（量子理工学専攻）

レベルコード・レベル Level Code, Level 6 大学院（修士・専門職）専門科目（発展的な内容の科目、研究指導科目）
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言語コード・言語 Language Code, Language Type 1 英語で行う授業
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授業の目標 Course Objectives

When electrons, protons and other heavy ions are generated by a particle accelerator, they become high-energy beams. When they are
stopped by a target or a beam dump, many secondary particles are generated, such as gamma-rays, neutrons, and so on. Both the
primary beam and the secondary beams are hazardous, we need a thick and heavy shielding. Especially when neutrons are generated
and captured by a material like iron, they become radio active and even after stopping an accelerator, radiation level stays rather high,
therefore, we need some measure to cope with them.
In this lecture, we will learn, i) what kind of radiation beams are generated by an accelerator and what kind of shield is required, ii) how
to make an interlock system to prevent personnels to get into an accelerator or target room when beam is on, iii) how to protect the
accelerator itself or a target system when beam behave abnormally and impinge on them.

到達目標 Course Goals

1. Learn about interactions between particles and materials in proton therapy.
2. Learn about accelerator-based boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT), its principle and how it is formed.
3. Learn about what kind of secondary beams are generated by high energy beams, depending of the particles and their energy.
4. How the secondary beams are modified in a shielding.
5. Learn how to shield against gamma-rays and neutrons.

授業計画 Course Schedule

1. Interactions between particles and materials in proton therapy. (2 lectures)
2. Accelerator-based boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT), the principles and how it is formed. (2 lectures)
3. What kind of secondary beams are generated by a high-energy accelerator. (1 lectures)
4. How the secondary beams are modified in a shielding. (1 lectures)
5. Shield against gamma-rays and neutrons (2 lectures)

準備学習（予習・復習）等の内容と分量 Homework

Interaction of gamma-rays, electron, proton, neutron beams with a matter is the basics of this lecture. Study what kind of interactions
are there, in what kind of energy region beforehand.

成績評価の基準と方法 Grading System

During the lectures, many questions will be asked. Students are strongly recommended to have discussions about them and expected
to write down answers, drawings or comments on a paper called “A scratch pad”. Evaluation is NOT based on the validity of the
answer, but creative or imaginative answers are highly evaluated and extra points will be given. Normally, 2 points will be given per
each lecture, but extra 1 or 2 points will be given to better answers. On the other hand, if the student is regarded to be not
participating in the discussions, he will get lower points. One report assignment is also posed and evaluated on the similar basis. Based
on the both evaluations, credit will be given if the overall point exceeds 2/3 of normal point.



テキスト・教科書 Textbooks

講義指定図書 Reading List

ホームページ Websites

研究室のホームページ Website of Laboratory
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